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ShowStars - Hana. ; Description : Dressed
in tattered rags, a pretty Chinese teenager
shows off her fantastically huge tits at a
trash dump. She's a bit nervous about the

grimy conditions, and she's covered in
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filthy snot and has a runny nose. The tiny
teens first lifts up her blouse to show her
flat breasts, then her small pink nipples
and sensitive areolas, but she takes her
time and instead teases you. We see her
push her bra straps up her bra cups and

we see her hard nipples poking out from
the top of her bra cups. She also pulls

down her panties and looks at her pussy.
She slowly pulls down her panties and

they drop to her ankles. Finally, the litte
girl lifts her dress to expose her flawless

teen pussy. ; Tags : sexy asian big tits
small dick home made hannah big tits

small hannah hana pina popoIn total, it’s a
task that has taken five years of research

for the Natural History Museum’s
‘cultural heritage’ team. And now it’s seen
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the light of day as a global first: the only
remaining copy of the original ‘code of

conduct’ which governed humans'
relationships with large animals has been
scanned, and its contents posted online.
The code, which can be viewed in the

digital section of the museum’s website,
draws on a variety of sources from
science, philosophy and theology to

indicate the way that society ought to treat
large animals. It does, it has to be said,

take a very different view of animals than
the one we currently have: for example, it

advises that ‘[f]or man to ride on an
elephant or buffalo is an example of

tyrannical treatment’. Photo: Wikimedia
Commons But it is a fascinating insight
into a time when many people viewed
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animals as inferior. That was a view that
is shared by some contemporary

commentators, who are keen to point out
that the code was only written in the

1970s, when the history of animals was
only beginning to be understood. “Like
most scholars, I believe that the earliest

societies of our species had a non-
domestic way of treating large animals,”

says Dr. Michael Rakitski of Stony Brook
University, who has studied the text. “The

text appears to be an expression of the
essentially anti-slavery position of New

York state at the time the code was
written
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